
E-Plastics joins the drum MUSTER revolution!

Melbourne’s golf and turf clubs will now have a greater opportunity to take advantage of the

drumMUSTER program after a new pick-up service was launched in the region recently.

An industry stewardship service established in late 1998, drumMUSTER is responsible for the collection

and recycling of empty, cleaned chemical containers. It is especially useful for organisations that would

otherwise have no other avenue of safely disposing of these containers, including turf and large amenity

users.

E-Plastics will be taking care of pick-ups in the area from now on, in what should prove to be a massive

boost to local organisations and overall return rates in the Melbourne metropolitan zone. Anthony

Spiteri is the man in charge at E -Plastics and he has been delighted with the success of his new

operation.

“I’m really pleased with the progress of the service so far, I’ve been collecting during February and

March and the results have been very good,” he said.

“I’ve been picking up containers mainly fro m places like golf clubs so far, and there have been quite
afew containers kept in storage until I’ve been able to come along. A lot of them know
aboutdrumMUSTER, but the issue has been that the pick-up services have dropped off in their area lately

and I’m happy to help.”

Last month was a particularly successful month for E -Plastics, which collects stockpiles of 50

containers or more.

“We’ve had a huge increase in returns, especially last month, we managed to collect over 1000

containers in March and they were varying from five litre ones to 205 litre ones,” Mr. Spiteri

said.“We obviously spend quite a bit of time dropping off and picking up containers, s o it keeps me pretty

busy but it’s all been going well and hopefully that can continue.”

While residents in the metropolitan areas of Melbourne will be catered for by Spiteri and co, other

regions may also be able to take advantage of this tremendous service.

“At the moment, we are mainly covering metro Melbourne, but we also cover a bit of country Victoria

out in the West, out to Ballarat, Maryborough and we can also go down south to Geelong as well.”

To arrange a pick-up or for any further enquiries, Anthony Spiteri is available at 0421 218 905 or you can

head online at www.drummuster.com.au.
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